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We study a class of stationary sequences having spectral representation (M(T”A)),,, , where A is a set 
in a measure space (E, g, y), 7 is an invertible measure-preserving transformation on (E, g, p), and A4 
is a random measure on (E, FT, p). We explore the relationship between the ergodic properties of the 
sequence and the properties of 7, and construct examples with various ergodic properties using a stacking 
method on the half-line [0, CO). 
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1. Introduction 
In the 1940’s and 50’s, the ergodic and spectral properties of Gaussian processes 
were studied extensively, beginning with Maruyama (1949). In 1970, Maruyama 
provided a spectral representation of infinitely divisible processes with respect to a 
Poisson measure, and gave a characterization of mixing for infinitely divisible 
processes in terms of this representation. 
More recently, Cambanis, Hardin, and Weron (1987) studied the ergodic proper- 
ties of symmetric stable processes and Cambanis et al. (1991) studied the ergodic 
properties of symmetric infinitely divisible processes. Their approach depended on 
Rajput and Rosinski’s (1989) spectral representation of symmetric infinitely divisible 
processes. 
The goal of this paper is to investigate the ergodic properties of a simple class 
of stochastic processes: namely, stationary sequences which can be represented as 
the random measure of a stationary sequence of sets. Although the class of sequences 
with this representation is not large, it does include examples of sequences which 
are not symmetric infinitely divisible, and hence which were not covered in Cambanis 
et al. (1991); in the case where the random measure is symmetric infinitely divisible, 
the main results of Theorem 3.6 are a special case of their results. Example 4.2 is 
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a counter-example to the question posed by Cambanis et al. (1991) of whether weak 
mixing and mixing are equivalent for non-Gaussian infinitely divisible processes; 
in fact, it provides a class of such counter-examples which includes symmetric and 
nonsymmetric a-stable sequences for all LY E (0,2], Poisson sequences, and many 
others. 
In Section 2 we describe the class of sequences we will study via their spectral 
representation. In Section 3 we describe the ergodic properties of the sequence in 
terms of the spectral representation (Theorem 3.6), and we show that ergodicity 
and weak mixing are equivalent for these sequences, as are mixing and r-mixing of 
all orders; in addition, we classify those sequences arising from random measures 
defined on purely atomic measure spaces as either Bernoulli or nonergodic 
(Theorems 3.1 and 3.5). In Section 4 we use the ‘stacking method’ (see Friedman, 
1970) to construct both mixing sequences and sequences which are weakly mixing 
but not mixing. 
We appreciate several conversations with Aleksander Weron on this subject. 
2. Random measures and the spectral representation 
The basic set-up is as follows: (M(T~A)),~~-~ is the spectral representation of a 
stationary sequence, where A is a set of finite measure in a measure space (E, ‘Z, CL), 
7 is an invertible measure-preserving transformation on (E, 8, p), and M is a random 
measure on (E, g, p). More specifically, let (15, 8, p) be any a-finite measure space; 
we do not assume any topological structure on E. We will let g(f) denote the sets 
in % with finite measure. Assume that 
(i) M is an independently scattered random (signed) measure on (E, ?Y, p); i.e., 
M is a real-valued stochastic process (M(B)),, (,,, on some probability space 
(Q$, P) such that whenever B, , B,, . . .E %If, are disjoint and U B, E Ecr,, the 
random variables M( B,), M( I$), . . . are independent and 
M(U B,) =C M(B,) a.s., 
where convergence of the summation may be conditional. 
We will also assume that 
(ii) M is stationary; in that the distribution of M(B) depends only on p(B); and 
(iii) A4 is non-degenerate; i.e., M(B) is constant only when p(B) = 0. Note that 
M(B) = 0 whenever p(B) = 0; consequently we can, and will, interpret set relations 
in (E, Z‘, p) as holding modulo the null sets. 
Let T be an automorphism (invertible measure-preserving transformation) on 
(E, 8, p). We assume further that 
(iv) there is a set A E gcr, which generates (E, W) under 7, in the sense that 
I._, ?A = E and u{YA: n E Z} = 5%. Our goal is to study the sequence (M (T”A)),,, 1. 
Thus no generality is lost in assuming that A generates (E, %). 
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We also assume without loss of generality that (M( B))Rr r,r, is defined on (0, 9, P) 
where 0 = Iw”(fl and 9 is the a-field induced by (M(B)),, ((,, . Since the random 
measure M was originally motivated by sequences, we will also consider the 
sub-q-field 
&= a{M(FA): n EZ}. 
Note that these r-fields are not generally equal; for instance, M(An 7A) is 9- 1 
measurable but not in general s-measurable. Abusing notation, we will still write 
‘P’ for P restricted to 2% 
The transformation 7 on (E, %‘, p) induces a transformation T on (0, 9, P): 
Tw(B)=w(TB) Vw~f2, BE&~). 
We will write ? for the restriction of T to (0, & P); this is the shift transformation 
on the stationary random sequence (M(T”A)). While our main interest is the 
transformation f, it will turn out to be convenient to study T in order to study ? 
The transformation T induces the shift operator U, on L’(O, 9, P), where 
lJ,f=fo T. 
Similarly, ? induces UT and r induces U,. 
If M is an infinitely divisible random measure, then obviously the sequence 
(M(?A)) will be infinitely divisible, and similarly if M is stable, Gaussian, etc. 
However, not all such sequences can be represented as above. For instance, observe 
that if M( .) is centered Gaussian with variance p(. ), then any sequence with the 
above representation must be nonnegatively correlated. 
Remark. The most natural examples are when p is continuous (nonatomic), and 
when p is purely atomic. In the first case, M will be infinitely divisible, and it is 
easy to show that M is stochastically continuous, i.e., M(B,,) converges to zero in 
probability whenever p( B,,) converges to zero. In fact, it is not much harder to 
show, using stationarity and countable additivity, that M is stochastically continuous 
as long as p is not purely atomic; the proof is omitted. We will need this fact later 
in Theorem 3.6. 
3. Ergodic properties of the random measure 
In this section we give various conditions for a random measure to be ergodic, 
weakly mixing, mixing, or a K-system. Theorems 3.1 and 3.5 classify M (from an 
ergodic point of view) for the special case where p is purely atomic. Theorem 3.6 
deals with the more general case. First we present the definitions of various mixing 
properties, including the case where the measure space is infinite. 
An automorphism T on a finite or infinite measure space is ergodic if the only 
T-invariant sets are the empty set and the whole space (modulo null sets). 
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An automorphism T on a probability space (0, 9, P) is said to be r-mixing (r 3 1) 
if for any fO, f, , . . . , fi E L’+‘(R, 9, P), 
n ,!ip+_ E[f,, . (u”;f,). * . ( ~n,l+“2+“~+“~f~)] = E(f,)E(f,). . . E(f,). (1) 
I, . I 
When r = 1, this property is simply called mixing. The space L’+‘(L?, 3, P) in the 
above definition can be replaced by any collection of functions which generates it, 
in particular the indicator functions. 
An automorphism T on a probability space is said to be weakly mixing if for any 
L2 functions f and g, 
(.L GET)-+ (f, 1X1,8) (2) 
as n + co outside a set of density zero. (A subset J of the natural numbers has density 
zero if 
lim 1 card{j E J: j G n} = 0. 
n-n * 
If 
lim sup L card{j E J: j c n} > 0, 
n-r n 
then J is said to have positive upper density.) 
In the rest of this section, we will examine the relationship between the ergodic 
properties of T and r. The automorphism r, however, may be defined on an infinite 
(a-finite) measure space. Krengel and Sucheston (1969) defined mixing for an 
arbitrary a-finite measure space; in the infinite case, their definition is equivalent 
to (1) for r = 1, but with the right hand side replaced by zero. Analogously, we 
define weak mixing for an injinite (a-finite) measure space by (2), but with the right 
hand side replaced by zero. (Obviously, if one were to define r-mixing by analogy 
with (l), then any mixing transformation on an infinite measure space would be 
r-mixing.) 
Remark. An automorphism 7 on an infinite a-finite measure space is weakly mixing 
if and only if there is no T-invariant set of positive finite measure. In fact, an 
automorphism T on a q-finite measure space is weakly mixing if and only if U, has 
continuous spectrum-the proof is the same as in the case of a probability space 
(see, for instance, Walters, 1982). If U, does not have continuous spectrum, then 
there is an L’ eigenfunction f; so IfI . IS invariant but not constant. Thus for some 
Bore1 set C, (fl-‘( C) is the desired set. Conversely, if B is an invariant set of finite 
positive measure, take f= lR to see that r is not weakly mixing. (The preceding 
argument also shows that on an infinite measure space, ergodicity implies weak 
mixing.) 
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An automorphism T on a probability space (0, 5, P) is a K-automorphism (‘K’ 
for ‘Kolmogorov’) if there is a u-field 9~ 5 such that 
(i) 7YI 9, 
(ii) V T”%= 9, 
(iii) A T”%= (0, 0). 
An automorphism T on a probability space (0, 9, P) is said to be a Bernoulli 
automorphism if there is a a-field 9 such that the a-fields T”C4 are independent 
and generate 9. 
The following two theorems show that if ,U is purely atomic, then T and ? are 
either Bernoulli automorphisms, or they are not ergodic. 
Theorem 3.1. Assume that (E, 8, p), M, A and 7 satisfy assumptions (i)-(iv) of 
Section 2 and that T and ? are induced by 7 us described in Section 2. 
If there is an atom contained in an infinite number of r”A’s then ? is not ergodic 
(and so neither is T). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, there is an atom D with 7kD = D for some k # 0. Now for 
each n which is a multiple of k, apply Lemma 3.3 with 
U = M(A\YA), V= M(FA\A), W= M(D), R = M(An 7”A\D), 
to get 
where c and S do not depend on n. By Lemma 3.4, ? is not ergodic. q 
Lemma 3.2. Assume that (E, %Y, EL) and T satisfy assumption (iv) of Section 2. 
If there is an atom D contained in an injinite number of r”A’s, then 7kD = D for 
some k # 0. 
Proof. If T”D c A for infinitely many n, then the /‘D’s could not be disjoint - if 
they were, then since they each have the same positive measure, A would have 
infinite measure. This implies that 7kD intersects II for some nonzero k. But D is 
an atom, so rkD= D. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let V, V, W, and R be independent random variables with U, V, and W 
nonconstant and with U and V having the same distribution. Then there are real 
numbers c and 6, depending only on the distributions of U + R and W, such that 
P(U+ W+Rcc, V+ W+R<c)-P(Ui W+R~C)~~S>O. 
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Proof. Let R’ and R” have the same distribution as R, and let them be independent 
of U, V, W, and R. We will choose c so that 
P(lJ+ W+R<c, V+ W+Rsc)aP(lJ+ W+R’sc, Vt W+R”sc) 
>P(U+ W+RGC)‘. (3) 
By independence and equality of distributions, for any c, 
P(U+ W+R<c, V-t W+Rsc) 
= P(WEdw)P(U+Rsc-w, V+Rsc-WI W=w) 
P(REdr)P(Usc-w-r)‘. 
But 
P(U+ W+R’<c, V-t W+R”sc) 
= P(WEdw)P(U+R’<c-w)P(V+R”sc-w) 
I 




P(REdr)P(U<c-w-r) . (4) 
Therefore the first inequality in (3) follows from Jensen’s inequality. Furthermore, 
P(U+ W+Rsc)‘= 
[I 
P(WEdw)P(U+R<c-w) 2. 1 
By Jensen’s inequality, this is less than or equal to expression (4). Therefore, in 
order to get strict inequality in (3) we must find c such that P( U + R G c-w) is 
not almost surely constant as a function of w. Now, there is a real number u such 
that P(U+R<.) is not constant in any neighborhood of a. Since W is not constant, 
we can choose b such that P( W < b) and P( W > b) are both positive. Now let 
c = a + b; then P( U + R G c - w) will take different values for w less than or greater 
than b and (3) holds. Finally, take 
S=P(U+ W+R’<c, V+ W+R”<c)-P(U+ W+R<C)~. 0 
Lemma 3.4. Assume that (E, ‘8, p), M, A and T satisfy assumptions (i)-(iv) of Section 
2 and that T and fare induced by r as described in Section 2. 
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If there exist real numbers 6 > 0 and c such that for all n in a set J c N of positive 
upper density, 
P(M(A)sc,M(+‘A)~c)-P(M(A)~c)~~& 
then ? is not ergodic (and hence neither is T). 
Proof. By well-known properties of sets of density zero (Walters, 1982), it follows 
from the hypothesis that 
b ;,f; (W’W.4 sz c, M(T”A) s c) - P( M(A) s c)‘/ + 0. 
But by Lemma 3.3, with 
U = M(A\?A), V=M(?A\A), W=M(An?A), R=O, 
the expression inside the absolute value sign is always nonnegative. Therefore, 
; j; P(M(A) s c, M(+‘A) c c) - P(M(A) c c)‘+ 0, 
and this implies ? is not ergodic. 0 
Theorem 3.5. Assume that (15, ‘FE, p), M, A and 7 satisfy assumptions (i)-(iv) of 
Section 2 and that T and ? are induced by r as described in Section 2. 
Suppose p is purely atomic. If every atom is contained in only finitely many T”A’s, 
then T is a Bernoulli automorphism (and hence so is ?). 
Proof. Let % be the u-field generated by the set of all random variables of the form 
M (II), where D is an atom contained in A but not in any ?A for m < 0. Then the 
u-fields T”% are independent and generate 9, so T is a Bernoulli automorphism. 
It is well known that a Bernoulli automorphism restricted to a sub-m-field is also 
Bernoulli (Walters, 1982). 0 
We now proceed to the case where (E, %‘, p) is an arbitrary measure space. 
For any real-valued process (h,),,,. on a given measure space, L2(h,),,,. will 
denote the space of all complex-valued L’ functions defined on the measure space 
and measurable with respect to the c-field induced by (h,),,,,. For the proof of 
the following theorem, we will need the fact that functions of the form 
(5) 
where Lc r is finite and b, is a real number for each 1 E L, generate L2( hy)yE,.. 
This follows from the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem and standard approximation 
arguments. 
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For convenience, we will use the following abbreviations in the next theorem. 
ERG( .): The automorphism (. ) is ergodic. 
WMIX( .): The automorphism ( .) is weakly mixing. 
WMIX(T, A): The sequences p(An ?A) converges to zero as n approaches 
infinity outside some set of density zero. 
MIX( .): The automorphism (. ) is mixing. 
MIX( T, A): The sequence p(A n 7”A) converges to zero. 
RMIX( .): The automorphism (. ) is r-mixing for all r 9 1. 
K( .): The automorphism (. ) is a K-automorphism. 
Theorem 3.6. Assume that (E, g, p), M, A and 7 satisfy assumptions (i)-(iv) of 
Section 2 and that T and fare induced by r as described in Section 2. 
[f 0 < t.~( E) CO;?, then f is not ergodic (and hence neither is T); ift_~( E) = m, then 
the following implications hold. 
ERG(r) =3 ERG(T) e ERG( f, 
v @ @ 
WMIX(q A) t) WMIX(T) tl WMIX(T) s WMIX( f) 
IT R l-r II 
MIX(r,A) a MIX(T) @ MIX(T) e MIX(f) 
@ @ 
IT RMIX(T) e RMIX( ?) 
P R 
p(lim sup ?A) = 0 + KC T) =+ KC f) 
Remark. The more significant results shown in the above diagram are as follows: 
the ergodic properties of a sequence are determined by the behavior of p(A n PA); 
all ergodic sequences with the spectra1 representation (M( FA)) as described above 
are weakly mixing; all mixing sequences with this spectral representation are r- 
mixing for all r 2 1, if f is mixing, weakly mixing, etc., then so is T. 
In the case of the implications involving the K-property, we do not know whether 
the converses hold. In all other cases, the converses of the single-arrow implications 
do not hold. Example 4.1 is a counter-example for the converse implications 
regarding ergodicity of T; Example 4.2 shows that weak mixing does not imply 
mixing; and the remark following Example 4.3 shows that T can be mixing although 
lim sup T”A has nonzero measure. 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. The following implications require no further proof: ERG( 7) 
implies WMIX( 7) on an infinite measure space (see remarks following the definitions 
of weak mixing); and each condition in the third column implies the condition 
above it and the condition to its right (well-known). 
We will break the proof into several steps, beginning with the statement concerning 
the case where E has finite measure. 
Step 1: If 0 < p(E) < ~0, then ? is not ergodic. 
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Apply Lemma 3.7 with C, = ?A to get an E > 0 and a set J of positive upper 
density such that 
Then by 
for all n 
Step 2: 
p(AnFA)>s VncJ. 
Lemma 3.8, there exist c E R and 6 > 0 such that 
P(M(A)sc,M(FA)sc)-P(M(A)~c)‘s6 
in a set of positive upper density. By Lemma 3.4, ? is not ergodic. 
F(lim sup CA) =0 =$ K(T) + K(f) 
If p is purely atomic, then the hypothesis implies that every atom is contained 
in only finitely many T”A’s, and Theorem 3.5 implies that T is a Bernoulli automorph- 
ism (and hence a K-automorphism). 
Suppose now that w is not purely atomic; then by the remarks in Section 2, M 
is stochastically continuous. 
Let g” = (T{T’A: k Z= n}, and let 9” = (T{M(B): BE ‘8$,}. Clearly 9” satisfies 
conditions (i) and (ii) in the definitions of a K-automorphism. Write FX = r\ T”9”= 
A 5”. We must show 5 x is trivial. 
We first establish the following: for any B E %‘,r,, p(B n C,,) converges to zero 
for any sequence (C,,) with C,, E 8’$,. Indeed, B can be approximated by a finite 
disjoint union of cylinder sets (each contained in some T’A), and each C,, can be 
approximated similarly with each cylinder set contained in some T’A, j I n. Thus 
our claim will be true if p(IJ, _,,(A n T’A)) converges to zero. But this follows from 
the fact that lim sup T”A has measure zero. 
Now letf be any element of L”( .FX), and let g be any element of L2( 9) of the form 




Since SE L2(9”) for each integer n, there is a sequence (fn), _, such that fn 
converges to f in L2 and fn depends only on a finite collection (M( Bk))k:cK,, where 
{B,: kE K,} is a finite subset of Err,. Write 






Then by independence, 
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But by the observation above, P( B, n C,,) converges to zero; this together with 
stochastic continuity implies that for all I E L, 
M(B,\G)+ M(4) in probability as n + CO, 
and by dominated convergence, g, converges to g in L2; thus 
Functions of the form in (6) generate L2(9), so f is constant and 9” is trivial. 
Step 3: 
MIX(r, A) ti MIX(T) e MIX(T) e MIX( ?) 
@ @ 
RMIX(T) e RMIX(?) 
Step 3(a): RMIX( T)*MIX( ?). Trivially true, since r-mixing always implies 
mixing and since @c 5. 
Step 3(b): MIX( ?) =+ MIX( 7, A). Suppose p (A n 7”A) does not converge to zero. 
Then by Lemma 3.8, there is a real number c such that 
P(M(A)~c,M(?A)sc)+ P(M(A)sc)‘, 
and thus ? is not mixing. 
Step 3(c): MIX(-r, A)+MIX(7). If p(An 7”A) goes to zero, then p(F, n 7”F2) 
converges to zero whenever F, and F2 are cylinder sets, each contained in at least 
one r”A. But these cylinder sets generate Z?, so by a standard approximation argument 
(Walters, 1982), 7 is mixing. 
Step 3(d): MIX(T)JRMIX( 7). If p is purely atomic and r is mixing, then every 
atom is contained in only finitely many ?A’s, and by Theorem 3.5 T is Bernoulli 
and hence r-mixing for all r 3 1. 
Suppose now that p is not purely atomic; then by the remarks in Section 2, M 
is stochastically continuous. It suffices to prove (1) for a collection of functions 
which generates Lri’, so let fO, f, , . . . , fr be functions of the form 
where for each m = 0, 1,. . , r, fm depends only on (M( B,,,)),,.,,, , L, finite (cf. 
Cambanis et al.‘s (1991) ‘dynamical functional’). We will approximate the 
u,,+++*,!,fm ‘s in (1) by functions which are independent of each other. 
Let n = (n,, . . , n,) in (1). Define 
( 
m I 
c’,;‘= u u 7nl+.-‘+“rB,,, . 
r=” /CL, ) 
lJ?+“‘+“,,,f, is a function of (M(~“l’+“lllB,)),~~~,,, so define fin”) to be 
lJ’$““‘“~~~ fm, but with M( 7”1+‘-‘+“,- B,) replaced by 
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Since T is mixing, 
P(r “l+“-+n,PzB n C’,,“‘) + 0 as n, + co. 
(The expression above does not depend on n, , . . . , n,_, .) 
M is stochastically continuous, so this implies that for m = 1,. . . , r, 
U~+--‘+“~~~fnl -fi,y’+ 0 in probability as n,, + 00, 
and convergence holds in L’+’ as well (dominated convergence). A standard triangle 
inequality argument then shows that 
Elf”VJfi . . . Uy+“‘+‘,fr -f,,f\“‘. . .f2,1’) + 0 as n, , . . , n, + co. 
But the f!,P)‘s, m = 0, 1,. . . , r, are independent, so 
~uJ~“‘~ ..j-‘,“))=Efj,“). . .Ej-;"'+Ef,. . .E’ 
as n,,..., n, + 00. Therefore (1) holds and T is r-mixing. 
The implications in (a)-(d), along with the implications stated in the remarks at 
the beginning of the proof of the theorem, establish the assertion of Step 3. 
Step 4: 
ERG(r) + ERG(T) e ERG( ?) 
U @ @ 
WMIX(7; A) e WMIX(T) a WMIX( T) @ WMIX( i) 
Step 4(u): WMIX(r, A)JWMIX(T). The proof is similar to the proof that 
MIX( T, A) implies MIX(T), except that convergence is for n outside a set of density 
zero; in order to verify convergence outside a set of density zero for the cylinder 
sets, observe that a finite union of sets of density zero has density zero. 
Step 4(b): WMIX(T)+WMIX( T). Again, similar to the proof in Step 3. 
Step 4(c): WMIX( T)=+WMIX( ?). This is trivially true, since 9~ 9. 
Step 4(d): ERG(?)*WMIX(T, A). Suppose y(A n T”A) does not converge to 
zero as n goes to infinity outside any set of density zero. Then T is not weakly 
mixing, so by the remarks following the definition of weak mixing there is a 
r-invariant subset B of positive finite measure. Apply Lemma 3.7 with C, = B n T”A, 
observing that p(C,,) does not depend on n and that Bc iJ C,,. Then there is an 
F>O and a set J of positive upper density such that 
Now by Lemma 3.8, there exist 6 > 0 and c such that 
P(M(A)sc, M(T”A)sc)-P(hf(A)~c)~aS 
for all but finitely many n in _I. Hence by Lemma 3.4, ? is not ergodic. 
The assertion of Step 4 follows from (a)-(d) and from the remarks at the beginning 
of the proof of the theorem. 0 
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Lemma 3.7. If ( C,,),,Iz is a sequence of sets in a measure space (E, 8, p), each having 
the same positive finite measure, and u C, also has finite measure, then there is an 
E > 0, 1 E Z, and a set J c N of positive upper density such that 
J_L(C,~C,,)>E VncJ. 
Proof. There is an N 2 0 such that 
Therefore for each n EN there is an 1 between -N and N such that 
Take F =&L( C,,)/(2N + 1). For each 1 between -N and N, define 
J,={nEN:p(C,nC,)>&}. 
Then some J, has positive upper density, since I._, J, = N. Cl 
Lemma 3.8. Assume that (E, 8, J_L), M, A and T satisfy assumptions (i)-(iv) of Section 
2 and that T and ? are induced by r as described in Section 2. 
!f there is an e > 0 and J c N such that 
p(An~“A)>e VnEJ, 
then there are c E [w, 6 > 0 such that the inequality 
P(M(A)<c, M(~“A)<c)-P(M(A)<c)~~S (7) 
either holds for all but finitely many n E J, or holds for all n in a set of positive upper 
density. 
Proof. First suppose there is an atom D contained in infinitely many ?A’s, n EN. 
Then by Lemma 3.2, there is a nonzero k such that rcD = D. Now by Lemma 3.3 with 
U = M(A\T”A), V= M(r”A\A), W= M(D), R = M(An ?A\D), 
Inequality (7) holds for every n EN that is a multiple of k. 
Now suppose each atom is contained in only finitely many r”A’s. Since the 
measures of the atoms in A must add up to a finite number, for all but finitely many 
n E J the continuous part of A n T”A has measure at least $E. Therefore there exists 
an F,, c An TEA with p(F,,) =$e. Apply Lemma 3.3 with 
U = M(A\r”A), V= M(YA\A), W= M(F,,), R = M(An 7”A\F,,). 0 
4. Examples 
In this section we construct examples of weakly mixing and mixing automorphisms 
using the ‘stacking method’. First, however, we give an example relating to Theorem 
3.6. 
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Example 4.1. There exists a nonergodic automorphism T for which T is a K- 
automorphism. 
Let E =Z x {1,2}, g = 2’, let p be counting measure, and let T be the shift 
transformation ~{(x, y)} = {(x+ 1, y)}. Let 
A = ((0, l), (1,1), (0,2)1. 
To see that A generates (E, W), note that {(0,2)} = A\(TAu 7 -‘A) and ((0, 1)) = 
A\({O, 2)} u 7A). Thus the hypothesis of Theorem 3.6 is satisfied for any random 
measure which satisfies assumptions (i)-(iii). (Actually, assumption (iii) is not 
needed to prove that T is a K-automorphism.) But Z x { 1) is r-invariant (with infinite 
measure), so r is not ergodic. 
The next two examples use the ‘stacking’ or ‘interval-exchange’ method of con- 
structing automorphisms. We describe below how a transformation is constructed 
recursively using ‘stacks’ of subintervals of [0, CO). We will call r an infinite rank 
one automorphism (by analogy with the finite case) because there is one stack of 
intervals at each stage. For a more rigorous description of this approach in the 
finite-measure case, see for instance Friedman (1970); the only difference between 
our construction of T described below and the classical cutting and stacking construc- 
tion is that in our case the measure is infinite. 
We will take (E, 8, p) to be the half-line [0, ~0) with Lebesgue measure on the 
Bore1 sets. We will define stacks of subintervals recusively-at the kth stage, we 
will have a stack C, of height h,: 
G = (C,(l), C,(2), . . . , C,(h)), 
where the C,(i)‘s are subintervals from [0, ~0) of equal width, which we picture as 
stacked one above another. We write ?k = Ufk~, C,(i). In our examples, we will take 
C, = (A) = NO, 1)). 
The stack C, is constructed from C,_, as follows: cut C,_, into a given number 
So of subcolumns, each having the same width w,,. On top of each subcolumn, stack 
a finite number of disjoint intervals from [0, a~)\(?~ (where the new intervals have 
the same width as the subcolumns). Let v(k, I) denote the number of intervals 
stacked on top of the Ith subcolumn in order to construct C,. These intervals should 
be chosen consecutively from [0, a)\?&, so that no part of [0, ~0) is ‘skipped’. 
Finally, stack each subcolumn on top of the one to the left. Thus each stack Ck 
consists of disjoint intervals of the same width. 
The transformation rk is defined on C,(i), i = 1,. . . , hl, - 1, by mapping each 
interval linearly to the one above it. Clearly each rk is an extension of q_,; since 
intervals are chosen to have equal width, each T,, is measure-preserving. If U C, = 
[0, a), then T = lim TV is a well-defined automorphism on (E, 8, p). 
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Let A = [0, l), C, = (A). For k 3 1, define nA E (0, l}” by 
n(i) = 
1 if l<ishk and C,(i)cA, 
0 otherwise. 
If a vector 77 has only finitely many l’s, define a(n) to be the position of the 
right-most 1 in 71 minus the position of the left-most 1 in n, plus 1. Roughly speaking, 
a(~) is the ‘height’ of n disregarding leading and trailing zeroes. Define 
77k . 77m = ,T;, 77k(i)s(i). 
Then nr,. vrn is the number of positions at which C, and C, each have a subinterval 
of A. Define the shift S by Sn( .) = n( .-1). 
Define nj(’ to correspond to the part of C, from the fth subcolumn of C,-, . More 




m=(I-l)h,-,+ C v(k, j). 
j=l 
Remarks. For any kz 1, the stack C, is determined by nk and v(k, Q). Given the 
parameters nl\_, and u(k - 1, sk), the parameters sh and u(k, I), I= 1,. . . , sk deter- 
mine the kth stack. One can see that if 
t wA ; v(k, /)=a, 
k=2 I=1 
then T is defined on [0, a). 
Also, if v(k, sk) is greater than a(~~), then ?A ‘stays in’ the stack as long as 
0 S n < a( nk); more precisely, 
‘I& 








u ?‘A, ks2. 
m=l 
This implies that if C,( 1) = A then 
C,(~)E(T{?A: ma0) Vkal 
and a{?A: n E Z} is the Bore1 o-field on [O,a). 
(8) 
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Example 4.2. There exists an injinite rank one weakly mixing transformation which is 
not mixing. 
Let sk = 2 for all k; that is, the stack is cut in half at each stage. Take 
u(k, 1) =O, u(k, 2) > 2hk-, . 
By the remarks above, this choice of A and T satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 
3.6 with E the positive half-line and g the Bore1 v-field. We claim that r is weakly 
mixing but not mixing. 
In fact, r is ergodic. As we stated in Section 3, on an infinite measure space 
ergodicity implies weak mixing. We use the following characterization of ergodicity 
(Friedman, 1970): r is ergodic if and only if, for any B, , Bz E 8 with positive 
measure, p( B, n FBI) > 0 for some integer m. 
Let x, and x2 be Lebesgue points of B, and B?, respectively. Then there is a 6 > 0 
such that if J, and -I, are intervals containing x, and x2 whose lengths are less than 
6, then 
p(B, n-Ii) >-&(J,), i = 1, 2. 
We can choose k large so that there are intervals in the kth stack having this property. 
But ?J, =-I, for some integer m, by definition of T. Hence F’B, n Jz and B,n J2 
each have measure strictly greater than &(J*). Therefore p( B, n T”‘B>) > 0 and T 
is ergodic. 
To see that T is not mixing, it is easy to verify (by looking at the kth stage of the 
stack) that for n = hk_, , k 2 2, 
We claim that T and A satisfy assumption (iv) of Section 3. Obviously U T”A = 
[0, 00). By the remarks preceding this example, C,(l) is in ~{T”A: n SO} for all 
k 3 1, and therefore A generates the Bore1 a-field on [0, co). 
Therefore, by Theorem 3.6, if M is any random measure satisfying assumptions 
(i)-(iii) of Section 2, then T is weakly mixing but not mixing, and the same is true 
for -i: 
Example 4.3. There exists an injinite rank one mixing transformation. 
Let A = [0, l), sh = k (so wI, = l/k!), and let u(k, 1)‘s satisfy 
u(k,1)>a(77~~,)+a(?7:l’+77~~‘+...+77:”), l-1,2,... > Sk. 
By the remarks preceding Example 4.2, this choice of A and 7 satisfies the hypothesis 
of Theorem 3.6 with E the positive half-line and 8 the Bore1 a-field. We claim that 
p(An~~A)+0. 
For any n > 1, let k = k(n) be such that 
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We will show that 
Wk(SR77h . rl ) + 0 as n+oo 
and that this implies p (A n T”A) + 0. 
Suppose S”qh. 776 >O for some n, q(nh_r) < n < a(~~). Then there exist p, q in 
{1,2,...,k} such that 
Snn:p). v:(1)> 0. 
We claim there is only one such pair (p, q). 
Observe first that since n is greater than a(~~_,), p cannot equal q and hence p 
is strictly less than q. 
Consider S”ni’) . vr for I= 1,. . . , p - 1. Since S”ny’ . v:(1) is nonzero and 
v(k,q_l)>a(rl:“+77:~)+...+77:P’), 
the support of S”ni” lies to the right of the support of np-” for each such 1. But 
u(k, p - 1) is greater than a(nr _,), so the support of S”ni” also lies to the left of 
the support of ny’. Therefore 
S?$.nh=O, I=1 ,..., p-l. 
Now consider S”n:‘) . vk for 1 =p + 1,. . . , q. Since S”ny’ . v:(1) is nonzero and 
v(k,p) is greater than a(~~_,), the support of S”nL’) lies to the right of n?’ for 
these values of 1. But 
v(k, q) > a(T:‘)+ T;?)+. . . + v:y’), 
so the support of S”n:” lies to the left of nj;l+‘) for these values off, if q + 1 s sh. Thus 
S”n;‘) ’ ‘,,h = 0, /=p+1,...,q. 
Next consider S”ni’) . vh, for I= q + 1,. . . , sL. Since S”njl)) . 772’ is nonzero and 
for each such 1, 
v(k,I)>a(rl:“+rl:~‘+...+77:“)+u(rl~ ,), 
the support of each such S”ny’ lies to the left of the support of r]:‘+” (if I+ 1 s Q). 
Since n is greater than a(~~_,), the support of S”ni” lies to the left of the support 
of r]:“. Therefore 
Snnjf’. vl,=o, I=qfl,..., Sk. 
We have shown that 
Snnk . T)k = Sy/y) . r]k . 
But S”+‘). ny) > 0 and each u(k, 1) is greater than a(~~-,), so S”ny) . 7:‘) is zero 
except when 1 equals q. Therefore 
s”nk. 77k = sn7:r)) . v:y). 
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It is easy to verify that 
SO 
(remember that k is a function of n). 
Now v(k, .sk) is greater than a(~~), so when the kth stack is shifted by an amount 
n d a(~~), it does not ‘wrap around’ the top; i.e., 
Therefore k (A n PA) converges to zero and, by Theorem 3.6, r is mixing and so 1 
are T and T for any random measure A4 on (E, %‘, j_~) which satisfies assumptions 
(i)-(iii) of Section 2. (Actually, assumption (iii) is not needed to prove mixing.) 
Remark. Recall that a sufficient condition for T to be a K-automorphism was that 
lim sup ?A have measure zero. This condition is not satisfied by Example 4.3; in 
fact, the tail a-field %? is all of %. To see this, apply 7” to both sides of (8); then 
C,(n) is in SY’. For kz2, let n=n(k)=hL_,+l and define 
B,=illj (C,(k)nA). 
,=lI 
Now observe that B, is in 8” since for eachj, (C,(j) n A) is either C,(j) or empty. 
But 
p(AnB,)=(k-l)(k-l)!/(k!)-+l as k+co. 
Therefore A E Z?n for every n, and ZYW = Z? In particular, p(lim sup ?A) # 0. 
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